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For charlie, spiritual energy is his biggest trump card at the moment.

This mysterious organization is indeed powerful, even too powerful.

However, the power they control these dead soldiers, or in other words, the
power they use to enhance the strength of these dead soldiers, is still not an
opponent in the face of aura.

It is precisely because of this that charlie has the confidence to dig out this
mysterious organization one day in the future.

May 47 can also feel that charlie’s strength is far beyond his own perception. The
energy that even the 20th-generation dead men can’t resist can be sealed in
front of charlie effortlessly. This shows that , charlie said that to make the
organization completely perish, it is not just talk.

So he thanked Dade and said: “If Mr. Wade can eradicate the organization, I
believe that these dead soldiers will be willing to serve you allegiance!”
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charlie waved his hand: “It’s too early to say this now. When I get rid of them, I
will give you back your freedom. It’s up to you to decide what to do and whether
to stay or go!”

May 47 said gratefully: “Mr. Wade is merciful! In the next generation, all the
deceased, all the relatives of the deceased, and the deceased who have not died
well in the past two hundred years, thank Mr. Wade for his great kindness and
great virtue!”

Although May 47 had just brought people to try to kill his grandfather and
grandmother, charlie still felt that this person, and the other dead men, were too
pitiful.

Twenty generations of people have been reared and served as slaves with no
light for generations. This fate is much more tragic than the black slaves who
were trafficked by white people to Europe and the United States.
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If you can return the freedom of these dead soldiers, it can be regarded as a
merit.

If these dead men are willing to serve themselves, that is the icing on the cake.

Subsequently.

charlie said to Abbas: “abbas, deal with all the clues, and make the most of the
time tonight to let people take May 47 out of the United States. You must be
cautious and cautious, and you must not leave any clues.”

Abbas immediately said: “Okay, Mr. Wade, your subordinates will make
arrangements immediately!”

charlie nodded and said, “I’m going to Hong Kong Island in two days. You go to
Hong Kong Island to wait for me in advance. First, find out the details of Liu
Jiahui on Hong Kong Island and the whole situation on Hong Kong Island. We will
see you on Hong Kong Island at that time. “

Abbas didn’t know why charlie suddenly went to Hong Kong Island, but he still
said without hesitation, “After the subordinates sent them away, they set off for
Hong Kong Island before dawn.”

charlie nodded, looked at May Four Seven again, and said, “May Four Seven, you
dead warriors should have mastered a lot of specific tactics, right? Otherwise,
facing the eight-star warriors this time, you wouldn’t be able to do it so easily.”

May 47 hurriedly said, “Mr. wade, we do have many different tactics in our daily
training, usually special tactics and special equipment. These are all formulated
by the organization and taught to us by the instructors.”
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charlie snorted and said, “After you arrive in Syria, try your best to tell the people
in Wanlong Hall of the tactics of your dead soldiers, and let Wanlong Hall also
train them to improve their overall strength!”

“Okay!” May 47 said without hesitation: “I will give all the tactics next time!”

“Okay.” charlie took out two blood-scattering pills from his pocket, handed them
to Abbas, and said earnestly, “These two pills should help you break through the
Great Perfection of the Bright Realm, and you will immediately after boarding
the plane. Take it, I believe that when Hong Kong Island meets again, you will be
a master of the dark realm.”
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Abbas was stunned, and said with sincerity, “Mr. Wade… You can spare your
subordinate’s life and let your subordinate’s parents go to earth for peace. Your
subordinate is already grateful, and you have helped subordinate to reshape the
meridians, Let the subordinates jump to the great consummation of the bright
realm, these kindness, the subordinates have not had the chance to repay, how
can they accept your such precious medicinal pills…”

charlie said lightly: “abbas, kindness, you don’t have to mention it all the time.
You have seen what happened today. It is as strong as an eight-star warrior. With
the cooperation of the opponent’s specific tactics, it is still easily slaughtered
like a lamb, so Your top priority now is to quickly improve your strength,
otherwise if you die someday, wouldn’t you have less chance to repay your
kindness?”

After that, charlie handed the medicinal pill to him and said, “Advanced in the
dark realm, the road ahead is longer!”

When Abbas heard this, he immediately said with great gratitude and respect,
“Thank you, Mr. Wade! This subordinate will definitely live up to your
expectations!”

charlie nodded: “I’ll go first, you’ll deal with it here.”

Abbas hurriedly said: “My subordinates will send you off!”
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charlie looked at the time, it was only after three o’clock in the morning, so he
waved his hand and said, “No need, I’ll walk by myself.”

Abbas said: “That subordinate will send you out!”

When charlie walked out of the villa, the entire Long Island was silent.

After all, it is already past three in the morning, and the rich people who live here
generally end their nightlife and enter a dreamland full of money and desire.
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charlie was walking on the street alone, with mixed feelings in his heart.

He couldn’t imagine how big this mysterious organization would be. He tried May
47 for more than an hour, and he didn’t even know the name of this mysterious
organization.

At this time, the voices and smiles of his parents when they were alive came to
his mind. The father and mother in his memory would never frown over
something, even if the two left Eastcliff and came to Aurous Hill, in an old house
When they settled down in the middle, the two always had smiles on their faces.
They cleaned up the house and bought furniture together, and they were always
optimistic and looking forward to life.

Therefore, he couldn’t help wondering if the death of his parents was caused by
this mysterious organization.

If so, did the parents sense that the danger was approaching before the accident
happened?

If so, do they have any specific knowledge of this mysterious organization?

After thinking for a long time, charlie sighed and shook his head.

Thinking too much about unsolved problems will only make people more tired.

Therefore, he decided to put this matter aside for the time being and continue to
dig deeper when there is a chance in the future.
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And now, the most important problem to solve is the Liu Jiahui who wants Uncle
Arman’s life.

If nothing else, Elaine will come tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.

If there is no accident, I will accompany my wife to watch the concert the night
after tomorrow, and I will leave for Hong Kong Island immediately.

Since he is going to meet Liu Jiahui for a while, he must give himself a suitable
identity and opportunity.

Thinking of this, he immediately took out his mobile phone and called Doris
Young.



Doris Young was handling official business in the office at this time. For some
reason, her mind was suddenly empty, and she subconsciously turned on a tablet
computer on the desk.

After unlocking it, she found a photo from the tablet’s photo album and looked
at it in a daze.

The scene in the photo is her office.

The character in the photo was not herself, but charlie sitting on the sofa.

This was taken by Doris Young quietly after charlie came to Emgrand Group last
time.

charlie is a strange person. He hardly posts any Moments, and he never posts
selfies, so that it is difficult to keep a photo of him.

Therefore, Doris Young secretly took a picture and hid it in his tablet computer.
Whenever he thought of charlie, he quietly found the picture and took a look.

Just when she was a little lost, the phone suddenly rang.

When she saw the words “Chairman” on her phone, she was as happy as a girl.

She wanted to grab the phone immediately, but for some reason, she hurriedly
tidied her hair in front of the mirror reflected in the glass cabinet. Only then did
she suppress her excitement and press the answer button…
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“Hello! Hello, Chairman!”

Doris Young’s voice was a little excited and excited, but charlie couldn’t
understand it.

He went straight to the point and asked, “Doris Young, how much do you know
about Lau Ka Fai on Hong Kong Island?”

“Liu Jiahui?” Doris Young was stunned for a moment, and then he said, “This Liu
Jiahui is a very famous and rich man on Hong Kong Island. He is romantic. How
did you find out about him?”

charlie said: “I have something to talk to him about, but I don’t want to use my
real identity, so I want to ask you if there is a good opportunity for me to meet
him normally after I go to Hong Kong Island.”
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Doris Young said: “Chairman, our Emgrand Group has no business dealings with
him, but I remember that a large section of his main business is ocean shipping.
You might as well call Ziva Hank and ask if you call him. With the name of Ys
Shipping, there should be no problem.”
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“Understood.” charlie smiled and said, “Then I’ll call Ziva Hank, you can do it
first.”

Doris Young didn’t expect charlie to hang up so soon, and said subconsciously,
“Chairman, wait a moment…”

Charlie asked her, “What’s the matter? Are you looking for me for something?”

Doris Young hurriedly said: “Uh…that…that’s it…you cured my father’s illness
before, my parents have always been very grateful to you, and have never found
a good opportunity, my mother a few days ago He also told me that he wanted to
invite you to dinner at home, and I told her that you were in the United States,
and she asked me when you were coming back, and if it was convenient, you
could have dinner at home.”
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charlie knew that Doris Young’s family had always been grateful for the fact that
Doris Young’s father was poisoned with kidney failure before, but he smiled
casually: “You don’t have to be so polite when you tell your uncle and auntie, the
previous things were done by hand. That’s it.”

After speaking, charlie said again: “But don’t worry, I will definitely make time to
visit after I go back.”

Doris Young said happily: “Okay chairman, then I told my mother that, after you
come back, come to the house for a light meal!”

“OK.” charlie readily agreed and smiled: “Doris Young, then I’ll hang up first, and
I’ll call Ziva Hank.”

“Good chairman!”

charlie hung up the phone and called Ziva Hank, who was now in charge of Yisu
Shipping.

On the other end of the phone, Ziva Hank was as surprised as Doris Young, and
blurted out, “Mr. wade…Why did you call me so late?!”



charlie smiled and said, “It should be the afternoon on your side, right?”

“Yeah!” Ziva Hank said hurriedly, “Isn’t it late at night over there? You call me so
late, aren’t you afraid that Madam will get angry?”
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charlie said casually, “No, no, I’m outside alone to breathe.”

“Oh, that’s it…” Ziva Hank summoned his courage and deliberately teased: “Mr.
wade missed me and called to chat with me, or do you have something to tell
me?”

charlie smiled and said, “I want to ask you for help with something.”

Ziva Hank was a little disappointed in his heart, but he said without hesitation: “If
you have something to do, just tell me.”

charlie said, “Do you know Lau Ka Fai from Hong Kong Island?”

“Liu Jiahui?” Ziva Hank asked curiously, “That romantic rich man who is famous all
over Hong Kong Island?”

“Yes.” charlie smiled: “It’s him.”

Ziva Hank hurriedly said: “I don’t know him, but he happened to have his assistant
come to me some time ago, saying that he hoped to visit Yisu Shipping in person,
and by the way to discuss the cooperation in the shipping business, he also has a
company under him. Shipping company, but due to the economic situation and
the rapid rise of Yisu Shipping recently, his shipping company’s operating
conditions are not very good, our ships are not enough, but his ship has 30% of
its capacity idle. Since it cannot be cashed out, I would like to cooperate with us
and subcontract some route resources in the mainland and Japan, South Korea,
Europe and the United States from us.”
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charlie asked her, “Then have you chatted with this Liu Jiahui?”

“No.” Ziva Hank said, “To be honest, we cooperate with them, that is, we transfer
the uneatable part to them for an intermediary fee, which is not very impressive
for us. Besides, he is now asking for We, I want to hang him and stretch him first,
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so as to reduce his psychological expectations, and when the negotiations really
start, we will strive for a larger space for the intermediary fee.”

“Understood.” charlie said with a smile: “If that’s the case, then you can contact
him and say that you can consider cooperation, and then tell him that you are
going to send your assistant to Hong Kong Island to investigate, and then let him
Reception reception.”

The smart Ziva Hank immediately noticed the key and hurriedly asked, “Mr. wade,
are you trying to pretend to be my assistant and go to Hong Kong Island for a
private visit?!”

charlie said with a smile: “It’s not enough to make a private visit in a micro-service,
I just want to meet that Liu Jiahui for a while.”

Ziva Hank hurriedly said: “You are my boss, how can you pretend to be my
assistant… This… isn’t this a bit inappropriate…”
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“There’s nothing inappropriate.” charlie smiled and said, “Just tell him my name,
say I’m your assistant, and ask him to send someone to pick me up at the airport
within the designated time.”

“Okay…” Ziva Hank knew that charlie’s actions must have a deeper meaning, so
he said, “Are you still in the United States? When are you going to Hong Kong
Island? I’ll communicate with him when the time comes.”

charlie smiled and said, “You can communicate with him now, just say I’ll be there
in two days.”

“No problem!” Ziva Hank said, “Then I’ll call his assistant now.”
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charlie explained: “Don’t, you should call him directly, with a high-profile attitude,
you have to make him feel flattered.”

Ziva Hank couldn’t help laughing: “Okay, Mr. wade, I understand! Then I’ll contact
him now!”

…

at the same time.



China Hong Kong Island.

In the central area where every inch of land is expensive, there are countless
modern buildings.

This is the financial center of Hong Kong Island, and almost every multinational
group in the world will set up their branches here.

In one of the skyscrapers, a fat man with a bloated body was smoking a cigar,
looking proudly over the Victoria Harbour outside the floor-to-ceiling windows.

There was a knock on the door, and he shouted loudly without turning his head,
“Come in!”
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His assistant pushed open the door, saw him grinning non-stop, and hurriedly
said, “Chairman, you are in such a good mood today!”

“Of course!” Liu Jiahui laughed, looked at his assistant and asked, “Amin, do you
still remember Arman’s pummeling!”

The assistant was stunned for a moment, and quickly said, “Of course I
remember… Arman… oh no…Arman’s ungrateful pokemon has been missing for
more than ten years…”

Lau Ka Fai sneered and said, “I’ve lost it after 20 years of f*cking running! I
fucking thought I would never find this pummel in my life, but God has eyes, this
pummel will soon return to Hong Kong Island. It’s gone!”

The assistant asked in surprise: “He… how dare he go back to Hong Kong Island…
Isn’t this here to die?”

Liu Jiahui snorted and said, “He has now been arrested by the US Immigration
Service, and he is staying illegally. The US side will soon deport him back. This
punk should have been hiding outside for so many years, and he is finally going
home! Hahaha!”

Speaking, Liu Jiahui couldn’t help humming: “Come back, come back, wandering
around the world~~~ Come back, come back, you are tired of wandering~~~”
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